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Abstract

A novel solution method has been developed to solve the coupled electron-photon transport problem
on an unstructured triangular mesh. Instead of tackling the first-order form of the linear Boltzmann
equatio~ thk approach is based on the second-order form in conjunction with the conventional multi-
group discrete-ordinates approximation. The highly forward-peaked electron scattering is modeled
with a multigroup Legendre expansion derived from the Goudsmit-Saunderson theory. The finite
element method is used to treat the spatial dependence. The solution method is unique in that the
space-direction dependence is solved simultaneously, eliminating the need for the conventional inner
iterations, a method that is well suited for massively parallel computers.

1 Introduction

A novel approach is described for solving the linear Boltzmann transport equation on an unstructured
mesh of triangles. Rather than following the comentional source-iteration procedure (Bell, 1970),
in the method presented here, the within-group scattering term is included with the streaming and
removal terms on the left side of the transport equation. The lefi side of the equation is then inverted
by constructing a matri~ which includes both the direction and space dependence, and solving the
resulting linear system by the conjugate gradients (CG) method. The obvious disadvantage of this

approachis that the size of the linear systemis equalto the numberof directionsmultipliedby the
number of spatial nodes, which may be huge.

There are several appealing features of approaching the problem in this way, however. Probably
the most attractive feature is that the method is ve~ easy to parallelize, by using software such as
Aztec (Hutchlnson, 1995), which includes an efficient parallel CG solver. Another appealing feature
involves acceleration. The conventional source iterations are replaced by CG iterations. While the
convergence of the source iterations can be accelerated by techniques such as difision synthetic ac-
celeration (DSA) (Lewis, 1984), acceleration of the CG corwergence depends upon finding a good
preconditioned. The problem of finding good parallel preconditioners is currently an active area of
research in numetical linear algebra (Trefethe~ 1997). The linear system is described by a sparse
matri~ which is composed of an unstructured pattern of highly structured submatrices. The subma-
trices result from the scattering te~ which couples together all of the directions at a finite element
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(FE) node. The sparsity pattern of the matrix is determined by the FE connectivity. The Aztec sofl-
ware is designed to take fill advantage of the sparsity of the matrix.

A 2D prototype code has been written and tested. A 2D code is usefid for applications where the
solution is only weakly dependent on one of the spatial variables, such as for computing system-
generated electromagnetic pulse (SGEMP) in cables. As an example of a typical application, a Pro/E
(Parametric, 1996) triangular mesh of a coaxial cable cross section is shown in Fig. 1. A 2D code is
also a useful intermediate step toward unstructured-mesh 3D code. At this poin$ the code is not as
efficient as it could be, since Ml advantage has not yet been taken of the structure of the matri~ and

onlysimplepreconditionershavebeen applied. This articledescribesthe mathematicalfoundations
of the code and presents the results of several benchmark problems that demonstrate that the code
is working properly, A lD version of the code has also been written for development and testing
purposes.

Figure 1: Typical Pro/E triangular mesh of a coaxial cable cross section.

Several 2D triangular mesh codes have been developed (Seed, 1977), (’Lillie, 1976), and (Kaper,
1974), but only recently has computer memory become sufficient to attempt to solve the spatial and
directional dependence simultaneously. Also, with the development of massively-parallel computers,

methods that are able to exploitparallelprocessingareableto tacklemuchlargersizeproblems,both
in memory and run time. Ackroyd (Ackroyd, 1997) provides a thorough review of the histo~ and
state of the art of FE applications to radiation transport problems. Because the CG algorithm requires
a symmetric positive definite (SPD) matri~ the even/odd parity form of the transport problem is used
in thk work (Kaplq 1967).

This article begins with a brief description of the evenlodd parity transport equatio~ followed by
a development of the FE basis of the code. The% the results of several benchmark problems are
presented, followed by results illustrating the parallel efficiency of the solver and the effectiveness of
preconditioners on the convergence of the CG iterations. The article finishes with a discussion of the
current status of the code and plans for future work.



2 Development of the FEdiscrete ordinates evetiodd pari@ transport equation

The balance relation describing the motion in space, directio~ and energy of particles such as neu-
trons, photons, or electrons is the linear, steady-state Boltzmann transport equation (Bell, 1970),

Q ● V@ + cq(r, E)@(r, Cl,E) =
1/

a.(r, ~, E’ + E)@(r, K2’,E’)cZQ’o!E’+ Q(r, fl, E), (1)

where a~(r, E) is the total cross sectionjQ(r,Q E) is the particlefluence,as(r, PO, E’ -+ @ is the

scatteringcrosssectio~ whichis the probabilityof scatteringbetweendifferentdirectionsand ener-
gies,andQ(r, 0, E) is a specifiedexternalparticlesourcedistribution. The independent variables are:
the spatial position r, the particle direction $2,and the particle energy -E. M is the cosine between the
pre- and post-scattered directions. The energy dependence is handled by integrating the Boltzmann
equation over successive ener~ groups, and separating the known down-scatter source component
from the unknown self-scatter source, resulting in the multigroup form of the equatio%

/
00 V@g+ at(r)@g(r, Q)– ~.,g+g(r,pO)@g(r, QWQ’

= E/ as,g,+g(r, po)@gl(r,fI’)~fI’ + Qg(r,~), (2)
gl<g

where g is the energy group index. The unknown self-scatter portion of the source term has been
moved to the lefl side, so that everything on the right side is known from the solutions at the previous
energy groups. Eq. (2) is solved over successive energy groups from highest to lowesg in the standard
way. By including the (known) downscatter source into the external distributed source term and
dropping the group indices, Eq. (2) can be writte~

Q oVQ(r, $l) + at(r) @(r,Q)–
I

as(r, Cl’. C?)@(r,O’)dl’ = Q(r, Cl), for r c V. (3)

Vacuum boundary conditions speci$ the particle fluence for all incoming directions on the boundary,

(4)

where n is the unit outward normal on the boundary, and @b(r, Cl) is a specified fimction. The scat-
tering and total cross sections are assumed to satis~

This condition is needed to guarantee that the linear system is positive definite. WMin a given energy
group, the transport equation depends upon space and directiom with the directions coupled together
by the scattering source integral. Because of the streaming term, Q . V@, which is first order in
space, the transport operator is neither symmetric nor positive definite. Applying FE directly to
thk form of the transport equation is ineffective, since the resulting linear system is also neither
symmetric nor positive definite. The equation can be more conveniently solved by extracting the
symmetric and antisymmetric components of the particle fluence, resulting in two coupled equations,
which are partial differential equations that are second order in space. This is known as the everdodd
parity formulation of the transport equation (Duderstad$ 1979). The advantage of the everdodd parity
formulation is that the resulting linear system is SPD, so that powerfid solutions methods, such as
CG, can be applied to their solution. Furthermore, powerful parallel linear-equation solvers, such as
Aztec (Hutchinso~ 1995), can be duectly applied to solving the linear system efficiently on massively

parallel computers.



2. I Even/oaUparityform of the transport equation

In order to derive the even/odd parity fo~ two new functions are defined, Q+ and 0-, which extract
the symmetric and anti-symmetric components of @(r,!2),

@(r,Ll)M(r, –!l)
@*(r, Kl)=

2“
(5)

Even and odd parity scattering cross sections, o$(r, WOO),and distributed source terms, Q* (r, Q), are
defined similarly. The even/odd parily equations are derived by combining Eq. (3) with the equation
obtained by replacing Q by –$2 in Eq. (3), and extracting equations for @+(r, !2) and 0- (r, fl).
Bound~ conditions are derived from Eqs. (4) and (5). Defining two operators,

1
&f(r, K2)= at(r)f(r, Cl) – @(r, ~’ oQ)f(r, fW~’j (6)

the even-parity form of the transport equation is

with boundary conditions,

Whereas the boundary conditions for the first-order form of the transport equation are specified only
for incoming directions, the boundary conditions for the even-parity form of the equation are specified
both for incoming and outgoing directions. This results in the proper number of boundary conditions
for the even-parity transport equatio~ which is second order in space. The odd-parity equation can
be derived analogously with the derivation of the even-parity equatio~ or may be obtained simply by
interchanging +’s and -’sin the even-parity equatioq

with boundary conditions,

Note that the boundary conditions for the odd-parity equation cannot quite be obtained from those
for the even-parity equation by interchanging +’s and -’s. This is because the even-parity fluence is
symmetric in directio~ while the odd-parity fluence is antisymmetric in directio% so the boundary
term is slightly different for the odd-parity equation. A more detailed derivation and a demonstration
that the operators are symmetric and positive definite is i.nthe references, (Kaplaq 1967) and (Drumm,
1999).

2.2 Weakform of the even/oddparity equations

The weak forms of the equations are derived by multiplying by a weight fimctio~ u(r, $2),integrating
over the spatial and d~ectionrd domahs, applying the divergence tieorem, rmd hen applying tie
boundmy conditions. This procedure results in the even-pa@ weak form,
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fl . vu~:lQ-drdfl +
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u(r, fl)Q+drdf2+
/!

u(r, $2)@b(r,+0) IK2. nldsdfl,
Clm~O

(11)

and similarly for the odd parity equation. In a discrete-ordinates formulatio~ the directional variable
is replaced by a finite set of discrete directions, Kim,and the directional integrals are replaced by
quadrature sums. This is equivalent to collocation in directio~ with interpolation functions defined
by w#(l – 00 Q~), where w~ is the mth quadrature weight. The spatial domain is approximated
by an unstructured mesh of triangles, and a set of interpolation fimctions, @.(r), is defined within
each element, For a Galerkin FE treatment the weight fimctions are the same as the interpolation

flmctions. Thediscreteformof the even-parityweakformis

N

=

~ {/
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e
(12)

where NE is the number of spatial elements, N is the number of interpolation fimctions per element
and M is the number of directions. The volume integrals are carried out over the element volumes,
and the surface’integrals are carried out over the external boundary of the domain. The odd-parity

weak form can be discretizedsimilarly. The even-parityfluencewithin an element e, at discrete
direction fl~ is approximated by

N

@+(r, C?m)= ~ @J~,nlA’(r), form= l: M,e=l:NE, rcV,,
*1=1

and the dkributed source and boundary conditions are approximated similarly. Eq. (12) is a linear
system of dimension N * M, where ~ is the number of FE nodes and M is the number of directions,
and the unknowns are the values of the even-parity fluence at the nodes. In order to solve Eq. (12),
explicit expressions for the scattering operators, g+ and g., are needed, and they are represented, as
usual, by finite Legendre-polynomial expansions. Since material data are constant within an elemen$
the spatial dependence of the scattering operators is dropped. The discrete-ordinates form of the
scattering operators are

G+fm
L 21+1

= CTtfm– E —0s, ~ wmFi(f2?n,. Q7z)fm,,
,evaa 4T rn,=l



and

where L is the order of the Legendre expansion of the scattering cross sectio~ and fm is the value of
the fimction at the m-th discrete direction. The inverse operators are (Duderstad~ 1979)

and

3 Results
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Figure 2: Convergence of lD test problem for linear and quadratic interpolation fimctions.

In tlis section the convergence rate of the error due to the spatial and directional approximations
of the code is investigated by analyzing several simple test problems, where analytic solutions are
available, followed by a comparison with a measured data for l-MeV electrons on aluminum. A
discrete ordinates approximation of the L2 norm of the error is defined by

~wm~ lf(r,~~) - ~(r,$%t)12dr,
m

where f(r, Qm) is the approximate solution at the m-th Wadrame Po~~ md f(r, Q.n)is the exact
solution. As a check on the computational method and the coding, the convergence rate of the com-
putational result is compared with the theoretical convergence rate. The theoretical error obeys the
relation,



where r is the convergence rate, h is the maximum element size, and c is a positive constant. The
theoretical convergence rate for FE with linear interpolation fictions is 2, and that for quadratic

interpolation functions is 3. The fist two test problems are designed to test the convergence of the

spatial approximation, so a simple physics model is used (unit total cross sectio~ no scattering), with
a specified boundary condition and no distributed source. The first test problem is for a unit ID region,
with results shown in Fig. 2, and the second test problem is for a unit square 2D region, with results
shown in Fig. 3. Nearly theoretical corwerge rates are obtained for both test problems.

1/(midm!mlelementsize)

Figure 3: Convergence of 2D test problem for linear interpolation fictions.
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Figure 4: Convergence of duectional approximation for test problem 3.

The third test problem is designed to test the convergence of the directional approximation. For thk
test problem, a lD region is considered with unit total cross section and isotropic scattering. The
solution is specified to be a cosine in angle and uniform in space, and the distributed source and
bound~ conditions are chosen to yield the desired solution. The convergence of the directional

approximation is examined by dlvidmg the directional domain into a number of uniform regions,



and approximating the integml over each subregion by either a l-point or 2-point Gauss quadrature,
Using one Gauss point per angle mesh should result in quadratic convergence, and using IWOGauss
points per angle mesh should result in fourth-order convergence, since one-point Gauss quadrature
integrates linear terms exactly, and two-point Gauss quadrature integrates up to cubic terms exactly.
Fig, 4 shows the convergence of the L2 norm of the directional approxhnatioq showing nearly the
theoretical convergence rates.

Figure 5: Energy deposition profiles for l-MeV electrons on aluminum.
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Figure 6: Parallel speedup on terafiops computer for 4 matrix sizes.

Lockwood et al. (Lockwood, 1979) used a calorimetric technique to measure energy-deposition pro-
files in ID for electron sources. In this section we compare the results of one of their sets of measure-
ments with FE modeling. The reported experimental uncertainties are less than a few percent. The
problem considered here is that of l-MeV electrons normally incident on aluminum. The parame-
ters for the FE modeling are: 40 electron energy groups, no coupling with photons, P-15 Legendre
expansion of the scattering cross section directional dependence, S-16 quadrature, 50 uniform spatial
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elements, with quadratic interpolation iimctions. The comptison belxveen calculation and experiment
is shown in Fig. 5, with excellent agreement.
I
In order to test the parallel efficiency of the CG algorithm, a 2D test problem was run on Sandia’s
ASCI red computer, utilizing from 1 to 64 CPU’S. The problem consists of a coaxial cable cross sec-
tion with 1,153 FE nodes in the mesh isotropic scattering, 1 energy group, and 4 different quadrature

orders, S-6,S-8,S-12,and S-16.Fig. 6 is a plot of the speedupversusthe numberof processorsfor
the 4 problem sizes, where the speedup, S,is defined by

where TI and Tn are the Aztec iteration times for 1 and n processors, respectively.

Table 1: Comptuison of Aztec preconditioners.
preconditioned Aztec solver number of

time (s) iterations

~

The CG iterations converge fairly slowly when applied to the unpreconditioned linear system, but by
preconditioning the matri~ the convergence can be considerably accelerated. Table 1 compares Sun
SPARC1OOOrun times and iteration counts for the unpreconditioned system compared to the results
with two preconditioners that are included in the Aztec software. Jacobi uses the diagonal of the
matrix as a preconditioned, and Gauss-Seidel (GS) uses a symmetric GS domain decomposition, as
described in the Aztec manual (Hutchinso~ 1995). Simple Jacobi preconditioning reduced runtime
and iteration count by about 40 percent. GS substantially reduced the iteration coun~ but without

much runtime reductio~ due to the increase in work per iteration. Much work remains to be done to
find a good preconditioned for this linear system.

4 Conclusions

A computer code has been written to solve the linear Boltzmann transport equation on an unstructured
mesh of triangles, and the code has been tested with a number of benchmark problems to test the
spatial and directional discretizations. The solver is based on a Pro/E triangular mesh of a 2D region,
but extension to 2D quad or mixed mesh or 3D tet or hex mesh would be straightforward. The 2D
FE analysis is currently based on linear interpolation functions, which are fairly inaccurate in regions
with steep gradients in the solutio~ common in radiation transport problems. Quadratic interpolation
functions have already been included in a lD version of the code, and inclusion in the 2D code would
be straightforward.

Because the method solves the space-direction dependence simultaneously, the linear system may be
huge. The Aztec software is designed to take fill advantage of the sparsity of the matri~ but fimther
advantage can be gained by taking advantage of the structure of the submatrices arising from the
scattering term. Work is in progress to exploit this stmcture by computing matrix elements on the
fly from a few precomputed submatrices, substantially reducing storage. Furthermore, unaccelerated

C(?Jconvergesslowlyfor large problems,as doesthe unacceleratedsource-iterationalgorithm.For
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this reaso~ an effective preconditioned is needed specifically designed for this proble~ based on a
coarse-mesh space or direction approximation.

The code is designed to model the transport of neutral particles but can also model the transport of
charged particles, such as electrons, by using specially modified electron cross sections (llu.mm,
1997), The reference describes a Goudsmit-Saunderson modification to CEPXS electron cross sec-
tions (Lorence, 1989), resulting in electron cross sections that are compatible with neutral-particle
transport codes. For some applications, this method requires a very high order Legendre expansion of
the electron cross sections, which is inefficient. A better approach would be to include a continuous
slowing down term directly in the transport equation, and this work is in progress.
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